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Packaging is an ever growing industry and it is one of the crucial factors making a product sell.
Packaging transforms a product, making it more appealing and attractive. Good packaging plays a
huge part in promoting sales. So, manufacturers are always on the lookout for good packaging
machines suppliers. There are various types of packaging machinery available in the market that
reduce effort and save time for the manufacturers. Latest designs of machines help manufacturers
get their products into the market quickly, enhancing the chances of sale. But as mentioned before it
is quintessential that choice of a reputed packaging machinery supplier is made. SIAT is one of the
top manufacturers and designers of packaging machinery in UK. They are niche leaders.

If you are looking for various types of SIAT Packaging Machines then there can be no better place
than Holmes Mann. Holmes Mann is the leading UK supplier of various SIAT machines. They have
been in the industry for more than 120 years now. From the initial days of packaging to its upgraded
state in the present times â€“ Holmes Mann have seen it all. Their showroom in Bradford is filled with
options for SIAT Packaging Machines and spare parts. They have a team of engineers to perform
quality checks and provide support in case of any problems with the machines.

The range of SIAT Packaging Machines includes SIAT Case Erectors, SIAT Stretch Wrappers,
SIAT Case Sealers. SIAT Case Erectors can be used as card box erectors or carton formers. It is
able to efficiently erect and assemble card boxes. The machine can draw, erect and seal the bottom
of all cartons with adhesive tape. The card boxes are ready to be filled with content in no time at all.
There are two models of SIAT Case Erectors available at Holmes Mann â€“ PS50-TB carton former
sealer and F144 case erector. PS50-TB is a semi-automatic single block case former and sealer
while F144 is an automatic assembler of card boxes. Both these models are available in varying
dimensions meeting the requirements of the manufacturers.

SIAT Stretch Wrapper has great technical features. They wrap products automatically in quick time.
The SIAT Packaging Machines have pallet load security and stability with the use of optimum wrap.
There are three models of SIAT Stretch Wrapper such as F1 Paklet Stretch Wrapper, SW2 Paklet
Stretch Wrapper and WR100 Semi-automatic robot wrapper. F1 Paklet Stretch Wrapper has
attractive features such as reclineable column which is hinged to the brakes, film carriage with
various brake units, photocell for pallet height detection, etc. SW2 Paklet Stretch Wrapper on the
other hand has film carriage with electro-magnetic brake, control panel with two or four wrapping
programs, etc.

SIAT Case Sealers at Holmes Mann allow manufacturers to start production within a few seconds
for case sealing. There are various styles of SIAT Case Sealers available at Holmes Mann such as
simple entry sealer (that is ideal for taping short and long runs of a single sized carton),
automatically adjusting sealer (which tapes the random sized cartons efficiently) and fully automatic
case sealers (for in-line cartons). Models available with the SIAT Packaging Machines are S8 carton
Sealer, SR4 random Sizes, S2 carton Sealer and SM11 Automatic for fixed sizes.

As you can see there are endless options for SIAT Packaging Machines available at Holmes Mann.
If you are thinking of buying some packaging machines then Holmes Mann are the definite choices.
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Holman - About Author:
Holmes Mann is UKâ€™s leading supplier of a SIAT packaging machines. They have large stocks of
Case sealers, case erectors and stretch wrappers.
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